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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
State Conviction History Database is now available to the public
Connecticut, 8/1/2012:
For too long, the Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) has held
their Conviction History Database over the head of many citizens who wish to obtain their pistol permit to
buy, possess and carry a handgun. Buying, possessing and carrying firearms is a citizen’s right under Article
1, Section 15 of Connecticut’s Constitution. 1
Many people who have a desire to exercise their rights are too afraid to apply for the permit which asks for
an arrest history under penalty of denial and under threat of perjury. Many people are unsure of the status
of their arrest history and what has and hasn’t been properly erased based on the erasure statutes of
Connecticut. The state and the local issuing authorities use this deficit of knowledge against applicants by
denying permits based on any mistakes or omissions in the arrest history no matter how trivial or unrelated
the charge may be.
With no way for an applicant to simply look up their history, the state has made a monopoly of background
checks that they have also been accussed of abusively charging for.
Connecticut Carry is determined to fix this issue by providing instant access for a very nominal fee for the
same data. Citizens in Connecticut can sign up on our website, and pay instantly online through paypal’s
trusted service with either their paypal account or via credit or debit cards. Users can then search the state
conviction database with either their name or date of birth at their leisure.
Access to the criminal database can be found on http://ctcarry.com/ConvictionHistory/StateSearch
Connecticut Carry is dedicated to advancing and protecting the fundamental civil rights of the men and women of
Connecticut to keep and bear arms for defense of themselves and the state as guaranteed by the United States
Constitution and the Constitution of Connecticut.
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ARTICLE 1, SECTION 15 READS: “EVERY CITIZEN HAS A RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS IN DEFENSE OF HIMSELF AND THE STATE.”

